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CONDITION 
0 Excellent ~ Good 0 Fair 

( Ch ec k One) 

0 Altered Ix] Unaltered 

(Che c k One) 

0 Deteriorated 

D ESCRIBE/ THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (if known) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE 

0 Ruins 0 Unexposed 

(Check One) 

0 Moved Ix] Original Site 

/ This diminutive two- story , single- pile brick structure near the 
Fairfax County court house is in the simple early-nineteenth century 
vernacular style prevalent in northern Virginia tovms and villages . A::; 
indicated by the distinct line near the center of the facade, the building 
was built in two sections . However , the close similarity of form and 
construction between the two sections indicates that they probably were 
built by the same mason , and probably were built within the same year of 
each other . I t is possible, however , that the second section could;have 
been built as late as 1830 when it was ovmed by the Allison family / The 
original section is believed to be the two-bay east portion as it contains 
an entrance hall and the only stair in the building . Also , the three- bay 
west section contains but one room on its first floor and thus would seem 
unlikely to be the earlier portion . As a unit, the two sections have a 
Flemish bond facade and five-course American bond rear and side walls . The 
facade has been given a mellow aspect by a faded coat of whitewash . A well 
executed hound ' s tooth cornice is employed on both fr ont and rear elevations 
Projecting from near the center of the shallow gable roof is a single 
chimney stack ,·1hich serves the whole building . The windows throughout are 
topped by simple brick jack arches and have unornamented wooden sills . 
Several of the first floor windows retain their early six- over - six sashes , 
but it is not certain if any of the nearly square three- over-three sashes 
on the second floor are original. The simple two- level porch sheltering the 
entrance to the west section was on the building in the late nineteenth 
century but it is not an original feature . The only significan t exterior 
al t eration is the relocation of a window and door on the rear wall of the 
west section .,.; A two-story frame wing attached to the rear of the east sec 
tion. A two- story frame wing atta ched to the rear Jf the east section by a 
one-story hyphen is a twentieth century addition . 

The building ' s simple interior preserves much of its original appearanc 
and fabric . One of its most distinctive features is the vertical board 
partition between the entrance hall and the adjacent room. The narrow fligh 
of stairs, entered at the rear of the hall, is also enclosed by a vertical 
board partition . Both the east section ' ~ room and the stair have batten 
doors . The wainscot of the east section 1 s room is old but not original to 
the house, although portions of the large mantel nay be . The west room is 
considerably more spacious than the east room, and features a projecting 
chimney breast with a simple mantel composed of a plain shelf, frieze , and 
wide architrave surround . The room also has a sinple paneled wainscot 
which like that in the east room is a later addition . The second floor room 
have quite plain trim but are more spacious than their tiny windows would 
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The small brick building referred to as Earp ' s Ordinary near the 
Fairfax County court house survives as an important example of early
nineteenth century northern Virginia vernacular architecture, and is a 
familiar landmark in this historic county seat . For many years the 
structure was though:to date from the mid eighteenth century and to have 
been built and operated as an ordinary by the Earp family who were early 
settlers in the area . Recent evidence, however, has shown that it was 
built between 1805 and 1813 on land formerly ovmed by Richard Ratcliffe. 
The confusion over its history may stern from the fact that a Caleb Earp 
did operate a . store nearby which was standing prior to the establishment 
of the town . This building pa:-obably was owned by Ratcliffe as well . An 
old tavern and store on the site of Earp ' s store was demolished around 
1920, and it wasroout that time the present early nineteenth century 
brick house nearby seems to have inherited the history and legend of 
Caleb Earp's building. 

Richard Ratcliffe was one of the principal property holders in Fairfa 
County in his day, and it was he who donated the four acre tract for a 
new court house cornple~ in 1799 . The new court house became the focal 
point for the tcr.m of Providence (la ter to be reruamed Fairfax Court House) 
which was established by the General Assembly and laid out in half-acre 
lots in 1805 . These lots were sold to the highest bidder who had to agree 
to build on each lot a house at least sixteen feet square with a brick or 
stone chimney "fit for habitation within seven years . " In 1813 sixteen 
of the lots were conveyed back to Ratcliffe, including lot no . 10 on which 
the present small brick house had been erected. Ratcliffe immediately 
sold the house and lot to Henry Logan . /rn 1820 the house was acquired by 
Gordon and Robert Allison who operated a postal station and stage coach 
stop there . The Little River Turnpike passed immediately in front of the 
house, and the Winchester-Alexandria Stage traveled over the turnpike by 
way of Fairfax Court House , Middleburg, Upperville and Paris . To serve 
the stage line and ;urnpike travelers the Allisons kept a large stable 
behind the house. // 

The Allisons gave op title to the house in 1837, and during the 
remainder of the nineteenth century it passed through at least six owners . 
The house fell into disrepair after the War Between the States , and in 
1923 it was about to be demolished for a car garage . It wa s then that an 
article appearing in a rnetropolitian newspaper referred to the building 
as "Earp's Ordinary", saying that George Washington was a frequent quest 
there during his surveying trips . This publicity attracted the attention 
of Dr . Kate Waller Barrett, a prominent social worker, who purchased the 



Act of the Assemb l y, Januar y 41, 1805 . 
Act of the Ass emb l y , February 13 , 1812 . 
Fairfax County Deed Book m 2, pp . 137- 139 . 
Unpublished mrns . by Jeanne Rust in archives of Vi rginia Historic Landmarks 
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·-- --'-'-------- ----------, 
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tional Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law 
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forth by the National Park Service. The recommended 
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8 . Dr . Barrett died before she could realize her idea and the house was 
then acquired by her son-in-law and daughter , Mr . and Mrs . Charles 
Pozer who restored it and made it their home . Mrs . Pozer resides there 
today . 

c.c.L. 
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